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Summary 

The Gnanam Digitization Project is a collaborative project between Gnanam Publishers and 

Noolaham Foundation as part of Noolaham Foundation’s long term efforts to develop digital 

resources of contemporary magazines and make them freely accessible. This project 

extends the usefulness of the Tamils bibliographic and digitized assets by increasing access 

to this valuable information and provides an opportunity for institutions to select and 

contribute digitized information resources.  

The first issue of Gnanam Magazine was published in June 2000 and it is published monthly. 

Gnanam issues contain poetry, creative essays, short stories, fiction, and political blogs and 

columns, as well as news about contemporary literary events and readers’ opinions. This 

magazine gives space to young innovative writers and their thoughts. Also Gnanam 

publishers brought out some collections of work by Sri Lankan writers. They have also been 

digitized by NF during this project.  

Totally 91 monthly issues and 6 books were digitized through this project and made 

available online through Noolaham Foundation’s Digital Library at www.noolaham.org. NF 

has created a special web portal to increase search ability.  The magazines and books 

digitized date back to the 2000s. Noolaham Foundation has established plans to collect and 

digitize the future issues on a regular basis. 

Introduction and Background 

Magazines are loaded with information; if they are not systematically archived, finding past 

issues is not that easy. Only a few libraries such as the National Archives keep past issues of 

newspapers, but accessing them from various geographical locations is not possible as they 

are usually not available through interlibrary loan and they are not going to be reprinted. 

Even with access to a newspaper, unless the paper has been indexed, searching for the 

desired information can be a tiresome quest. Because of their vast amounts of hard-to-

access information, local magazines are often suggested as prime candidates for digitization. 



At its best, a digitized magazine makes all its information searchable and accessible to 

anyone with internet access. 

Gnanam publishers is a Colombo based nonprofit organization and it was established in 

1996. They publish a monthly magazine (Gnanam) and books. Their main activities are 

producing good literary works and promoting young innovative writers and their thoughts. 

Gnanam publishers engages and supports in various activities such as research and 

publication on war literature, migrant (Diaspora) literature and modern Eelam literature. 

These great innovative works have to be made available freely, anywhere and anytime to 

the Tamil speaking community.  

Objective/s and Achievements or Results 

This project was carried out under Noolaham Foundation’s objective of enhancing 

collections to maximize the usage of the collections. These publications are now not 

available for public view or access through the usual libraries reading rooms; however, 

through this project they are made available for viewing by the   public on Noolaham 

Foundation’s website at noolaham.org. 

 

The digitized Gnanam magazines year wise 

Year of  
publications 

No of digitized 
magazine 

2000 07 

2001 12 

2002 12 

2003 12 

2004 12 

2005 12 

2006 12 

2007 12 

2008 12 

Total 103 

   

Totally 91 Gnanam magazines and 6 books (Gnanam publishers published) were digitized 

through this project and made available online through Noolaham Foundation’s Digital 

Library at www.noolaham.org. NF has created a special web portal and provides enough 

metadata to increase searchability. 

NF has also planned to continuously update the collection by digitizing each issue of the 

magazine on a monthly basis. This digitization work will be carried through our future 

collection development projects. It is a great cost effective opportunity to bring and link 

quality information and reading resources to the Tamil speaking community. They can 

access these e-magazines from anywhere and anytime. These collections will function a as a 

http://www.noolaham.org/


repository where researchers of all kinds, all over the world, turn to magazines and books 

for information relating to their needs. 

Constrains / Challenges and lesson learned 

 Offering scanned images without any fully searchable text would only partially fulfill 

users’ needs, as many (if not all) desire to search all of the texts available to them. It is 

necessary to consider providing navigation within the digital data through the use of 

indexing software. However NF provides enough metadata and brief contents for each 

digitized documents. 

 The resulting digital image quality of original magazine and books are slightly lower than 

that of the ones produced by paper scanning; however, it does have the benefit of being 

much faster to digitize. 

 

Suggestions and Recommendations 

 Once the digital image is created it needs to be made searchable and accessible. The 

scanned images are processed with optical character recognition software to make the 

full text searchable. But there is no such software available in the market which 

satisfactorily provided the required results in Tamil language. Still best solution of the 

system need to be discussed and metadata must be created for each title, issue, image, 

and possibly article to help the users find what they are looking for. 

 The past few years have seen a significant expansion of activity in making copies of older 

runs of magazines available via the internet. It is anticipated that as commercial and 

public body investment grows, far more will be available soon. It is also likely that there 

will be far greater ease of access to texts available as a result of the application of 

sophisticated software. This will significantly increase the ability of researchers to search 

quickly through huge quantities of printed magazines, which will be a vast improvement 

over the former manual process. 

 Noolaham Foundation should collaborate more and more with other publishers and 

groups in creating digital content to share information and resources.  
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Relevant Attachment:  

Annexure 1 - The web portal for Gnanam monthly magazine:  

http://www.noolaham.org/wiki/index.php/%E0%AE%B5%E0%AE%B2%E0%AF%88%E0%AE%

B5%E0%AE%BE%E0%AE%9A%E0%AE%B2%E0%AF%8D:%E0%AE%9E%E0%AE%BE%E0%AE%

A9%E0%AE%AE%E0%AF%8D 

 

 
 


